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ALKFI rules LAA 2017
ABS-CBN Lingkod Kapamilya Foundation Inc. (ALKFI) dominated the Lopez Achievement Awards (LAA), picking up three of the six trophies handed out in the ceremonies held
at ABS-CBN’s Studio 10 on October 18.
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CG survey says

PH not ready for
third-party evaluation
of board performance
By Carla Paras-Sison

“THERE is a very low readiness to allow third-party experts
to assess” the performance of
boards of directors of publicly
listed companies.
This was among the findings
of the 2016 Code of Corporate
Governance survey conducted
by the Good Governance Advocates and Practitioners of
the Philippines (GGAPP) in
partnership with Isla Lipana &
Co./PwC Philippines.
In assessing board performance, 63% of respondents
conduct self-assessments at
least once a year, 12% conduct
self-assessment on an ad hoc
basis and 24% have yet to conduct self-assessment as of the
fourth quarter of 2016 when
the survey was conducted.
Only 25% of respondents
have subjected themselves to a
third-party evaluation of board
performance and less than half
of these do so annually. The rest
subscribe to third-party evaluation either on an ad hoc basis or
once every two to three years.
Third-party evaluations are
expected to provide a “more independent and objective review
of board performance.”
The study further said: “A
thorough and robust board assessment process highlights

L-R: ICD president Ricardo Nicanor Jacinto, vice chairman Rex Drilon II,
GGAPP vice chairman Atty. Marlon Marquez and PwC Philippines chairman
Atty. Alex Cabrera

the performance of the board
collectively and individually. It
should guide the organization
in evaluating the continued relevance of board composition,
director competency, and qualifications.”
The same study showed that
organizations “not only evaluate the qualification of directors during the selection and
appointment process, but also
on a continuing basis,” carrying
out review of director qualifications, including grounds for
disqualification, at least once
every 12 months.

The full results of the study
were presented at the Fellows’
Lunch of the Institute of Corporate Directors on October
16 by Atty. Alexander Cabrera,
PwC Philippines chairman
and senior partner, together
with Atty. Marlon Marquez,
GGAPP vice chairman.
GGAPP members promote
and assist in the development of
good governance in the country
while Isla Lipana & Co./PwC
Philippines provides global audit and assurance, tax and advisory services with 95 years of
experience in the Philippines.

GL receives 2017 Seacology Prize
By Jocelyn Jimenez

ABS-CBN Lingkod Kapamilya Foundation Inc. chair Gina
Lopez recently received the
2017 Seacology Prize in ceremonies held at David Brower
Center in Berkeley, California.
The Seacology Prize is an international award given for exceptional achievement in preserving the environments and
cultures of the world’s islands.
The prize highlights the heroic efforts of people who seldom
receive any publicity—homegrown leaders who risk their
lives and well-being to help
their community and preserve
the biodiversity of their home.
“Gina Lopez has shown the
vision and courage the Seacology Prize is meant to honor.
She has fought for the Philippines’ environment and to give
island communities there a

voice in the decisions that affect
their natural resources and their
lives,” said Seacology executive
director Duane Silverstein.
Among other accomplishments, GL pioneered internationally acclaimed programs
for child abuse prevention,
environment protection and
educational television. She was
also instrumental in the reforestation of La Mesa Nature reserve, the rehabilitation of the
Pasig River and the promotion
of communitybased ecotourism projects in a staunch effort
to stop destructive mining activities around the country. She
was a recipient of the United
Nations Grand Award for Excellence for Bantay Bata 163,
the country’s first rescue hotline
for child abuse reports. GL was
also the first Southeast Asian to

ALKFI chair Gina Lopez 

be honored with a UNESCO
Kalinga Award for her work in
the promotion of science education.

istered 50% while GMA got
only 33%.
Kantar Media uses a nationwide panel size of 2,610 urban
and rural homes that represent
100% of the total Philippine
TV viewing population.
“FPJ’s Ang Probinsyano” continued its reign as the most
watched program as it hit a
monthly average national TV
rating of 39.9%.
“TV Patrol” (34.4%) is still
the most preferred newscast,
with its rival program, “24 Oras,”
managing to record only 20.8%.
“La Luna Sangre” (33%) excited viewers after Jacintha Magsaysay (Angel Locsin) was revealed
to be a vampire with a mission.
The kids of “Little Big Shots”
(31.3%) continued to mesmer-

ize viewers every Saturday and
Sunday night.
Meanwhile, Lily Cruz’s (Maja
Salvador) resurgence in “Wildflower” (28.9%) bolstered the
show’s ratings and became a
trending topic online last month.
Viewers were treated to values-oriented tales in “Wansapanataym” (27.5%) and true-tolife stories in “MMK” (27.1%),
while “Home Sweetie Home”
(27.1%) and “Goin’ Bulilit” (24%)
brought fun and entertainment
to families nationwide.
The Kapamilya network also
performed well across all time
blocks, particularly in the prime
time block where it recorded an
average audience share of 50%,
or a 21-point lead over GMA’s
31%.

Cooperative Month activities in partnership with the Cooperative Union of Taguig and Pateros and the Cooperative
Development Authority Manila Extension Office. As part of the observance of Cooperative Month, a two-day
training seminar on cash flow management, electronic records management (digitization) and financial literacy
was held in Baguio City on October 12-13. A product presentation hinged on the importance of going digital in
today’s technological age was presented by MSME Marketing head Ryan Faustino to more than 300 individuals
representing 85 primary cooperatives in the National Capital Region. Photo shows Faustino (left) with MSME
Brand and Acquisition manager Dol Bernardo and MSME Brand and Product manager Anj Avila at the SKYBIZ
booth in Baguio.

FIRST Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPH) announced the demise
of director and executive vice president Ferdinand Edwin CoSeteng
on October 13, at the age of 54.
CoSeteng was also a director
of Rockwell Land Corporation
and president of both First Philippine Industrial Park Inc., and
First Philippine Electric Corp., all
FPH subsidiaries.
He earned his BS Electrical
Engineering degree from the Uni-

versity of the Philippines and completed with distinction his Master
of Business Administration from
the Johnson Graduate School
of Management, Cornell University in New York.
The CoSeteng family has
requested donations in his
name to ERDA Tech
Foundation Inc. For
information, call tel.
no. 564-1774 or visit
http://fpti-et.edu.ph.



Climate change tracking
station rises in EDC wind farm
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) has collaborated with local and international scientific organizations
to establish within EDC’s Burgos wind farm in Ilocos Norte
a hi-tech monitoring station
to measure in precise terms
atmospheric greenhouse gases
(GHGs), mainly carbon gases,
behind global warming leading
to climate change.
The scientific facility now
forms part of the Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON), a global
linkup of scientific stations
dedicated to the precise mea-

By Kane Choa

ABS-CBN remained the network of choice for most Filipinos as it recorded an average
audience share of 46% nationwide including both urban and
rural homes in October versus
GMA’s 33%, according to data
from Kantar Media.
The Kapamilya network outshone its rival network in every
part of the country.
In Mega Manila, it registered an audience share of 36%,
beating GMA’s 34%. In Metro
Manila, it scored an average
audience share of 41% compared to GMA’s 27%. In Total
Luzon, it recorded an average
audience share of 43% versus
GMA’s 34%. In Total Visayas,
it hit 53%, beating GMA’s 28%,
and in Total Mindanao it reg-
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Burgos TCCON station

ABS-CBN still PH’s mostwatched in October

Farewell, kapamilya:
Edwin CoSeteng
SKYBIZ MSME hosts presentation on ‘going digital’ SKYBIZ MSME supports the

Biz News

surements of atmospheric
GHGs such as carbon dioxide
and methane.
“We at [FPH] believe that
every business has a choice
and we chose to go beyond our
‘business fence’ and contribute
to the common good for the
benefit of our environment and
the Filipino people. Thus, in
2016 we declared to commit all
our businesses to a low-carbon
and sustainable operation to
keep our employees, the communities and our assets out of
harm from climate change,”
said First Philippine Holdings
Corporation (FPH) chairman
and CEO
Federico R.
Lopez during the formal launch
of the partnership
behind the
TCCONPhilippines
project.
EDC president and
COO Rich-

ard Tantoco said the government can use analyses derived
from TCCON data to validate
the Philippine carbon footprint.
The footprint will contribute to
the world’s aspiration of climate
stabilization by 2050 and serve
as a guide for Philippine climate actions.
The Burgos TCCON station—the 25th in the world
but the only one in Southeast
Asia—serves as the primary
validation station in Southeast
Asia for Japan’s Greenhouse
Gases Observing Satellite-2 or
GOSAT and NASA’s Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 or
OCO-2.
EDC, with FPH, collaborated with the National Institute for Environmental Studies
(NIES) and Meteorological
Research Institute of Japan,
the University of Wollongong
of Australia and the UP Institute of Environmental Science
and Meteorology to put up the
TCCON station within the
Burgos wind farm. NIES has
agreed to finance the project.
( J. Gaborni)

First Gen chairman Federico R. Lopez and MIRA senior managing director David Luboff (3rd and 4th from right)
with (from right) First Gen EVP Jon Russell, president Giles Puno, GIC VP Nicole Goh Phaik Khim, EDC president
Richard Tantoco and MIRA associate director Christopher Low

Strategic partnership to
support EDC’s future growth
By Joel Gaborni

FIRST Gen Corporation and
Philippines Renewable Energy
Holdings Corporation (PREHC) marked the commencement of their strategic partnership as substantial shareholders
in Energy Development Corporation (EDC) at an event in
Makati.
This follows the success of a
voluntary tender offer launched
by PREHC in August 2017 to
acquire up to 31.7% of EDC’s
total outstanding voting shares
from existing shareholders for
approximately $1.3 billion.

SKYBIZ boosts ties with Alabang IT
firms; top bills managed services forum
By Ralph Remolano

SKYBIZ strengthened its ties
with IT-enabled companies in
Alabang through “SKYLINE.”
The event aimed to relay the
message that companies can
build their businesses better
with personalized solutions.
Partners experienced Kapamilya entertainment through
grooves and tunes rendered by
XB Gensan, the “Showtime”
dancers and singer Jenny Gabriel. Guests also had a chance

to jam with the Sage band and
sing their favorite songs onstage; some of them took home
special prizes in the raffle.
Dicky Liwanag, head of
SKYBIZ Enterprise, shared
the reliability and scalability of
SKYBIZ fiber broadband and
its benefits to every business of
any size supported by its 24/7
NOC technical support.
SKYBIZ also participated
in the managed ICT services

forum at Shangri-La The Fort
organized by Trends and Technologies Inc.
Jamie Lopez, head of Managed
Services, represented SKYBIZ
at the event. He was one of the
industry experts who served as
guest speakers, joining Ferdinand
Poblete of Energy Development
Corporation and Charles Lim of
Frost & Sullivan.
Lopez relayed to the audience the key benefits of SKY-

BIZ Managed Services: owners/businesses can delegate the
task of maintaining and monitoring connectivity to someone
with the right knowledge and
expertise, cost efficiency, increased productivity, and comes
with other value-added services
fit for specific needs. Most important of all, it allows customers or business owners to focus
on what matters most to their
businesses.

New broadband plans for MSMEs rolled out
By Ryan Faustino

SKYBIZ has rolled out BIZbroadband, which includes new
plans that addresses the internet
requirements of micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSMEs).
BIZbroadband is segmented
into two plans, Starter and
Connect.
“We see the different types of
business in the MSME segment,
so we understand the need to

expand to be able to better serve
it. We hope that these plans,
BIZbroadband Starter and BIZbroadband Connect, will act
as enablers or tools for their
businesses’ exponential growth,”
said Rina de Guzman, SKYBIZ
MSME business unit head.
BIZbroadband Starter plans
begin at P1,599 with 4 mbps
unlimited internet. These plans

are suited for businesses with
light internet requirements like
start-ups and micro businesses.
BIZbroadband Connect plans
showcase a business-grade broadband connection beginning at
P2,899 with 10 mbps unlimited
internet and goes up to plans with
200 Mbps speed. Connect plans
are made for small and medium
enterprises like bed and break-

fasts, bars and restaurants, small
offices and service agencies.
Businesses that require cable
TV, on the other hand, may
subscribe to Connect+; it’s the
same Connect plans bundled
with cable service.
For more information or
to subscribe to any SKYBIZ
product, visit www.skybiz.com.
ph or call 449-9336.

The strategic partnership will
bring together First Gen’s significant experience in the power, utilities and energy sectors in
the Philippines and PREHC’s
extensive global infrastructure
expertise to support the longterm growth of EDC.
PREHC is a consortium
of investors comprising funds
managed by Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets
(MIRA) and Arran Investment Pte. Ltd., an affiliate of
GIC Pte. Ltd. MIRA and GIC
are long-term investors with
a track record in both global
infrastructure and renewable
energy. They own and operate a
combined installed capacity of

over 11,000 megawatts globally.
“We believe MIRA and GIC
are the right partners for this
juncture in our corporate history: they’re long-term and astute
capital, they have complementary perspectives and they’re willing to help us push the frontiers
of innovation as we build EDC
into a platform that’s well-positioned for a dynamically changing energy landscape,” stated
First Gen and EDC chairman
Federico R. Lopez.
Under the new partnership,
First Gen continues to hold a
majority stake in EDC, maintaining day-to-day control of
the company.

Promos & offers

Star Cinema on SKY PPV:
#AshLloyd, ‘AWOL’

Star Cinema on SKY Pay-Per-View brings romance and action to TV screens with the back-to-back feature of John Lloyd
Cruz and Sarah Geronimo’s “Finally Found Someone” and Gerald Anderson’s “AWOL” for P199. Subscribe to Star Cinema on
SKY Pay-Per-View until November 17 to watch these movies
unlimited and in high definition. SKYcable and Destiny Cable
subscribers can call 418-0000, text STARCINEMA PPV to
23662 or visit www.mysky.com.ph/starcinemappv to subscribe.
SKYdirect Prepaid subscribers can also text PPV STARCINEMA <BOX ID> to 23667, while postpaid subscribers can text
SKY to 23668.

More family ‘ChristmaSaya’
with SKYdirect!

SKYdirect has an early Christmas treat for new prepaid subscribers until December 31! SKY’s direct-to-home satellite TV
service will open access to ABS-CBN HD, ABS-CBN S+A,
Cinemo, Yey, Knowledge Channel, GMA, TV5 and PTV 4
until March 31, 2018 without an initial load requirement. The
SKYdirect Prepaid Kit with HD box is now at P3,499 instead
of the regular price of P3,699. To access more channels, just
load from any of the available Prepaid Plans 99, 150, 250 and
450 or Kapamilya 99. For more details, check out mysky.com.
ph/christmasaya.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline
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couch potato treats

2017 Christmas SID

Kapamilya artists say ‘#justLOVE’
By Kane Choa

It has been four years since one of the strongest
storms the Philippines has encountered hit Tacloban City. Join Jeff Canoy and find out how to
protect yourself and your family during a natural
calamity of this magnitude in the first part of the
Yolanda special of “Red Alert” on November 8,
9:30p.m. on DZMM TeleRadyo and after “Bandila” on ABS-CBN and ABS-CBN HD.

Birit Queens Morissette, Angeline
Quinto, Klarisse de Guzman and
Jona; and Soul Sessions members
Kyla, Daryl Ong, Jason Dy and
KZ Tandingan.
Also taking part are Jambayan members Iñigo Pascual,
Zia Quizon, Moira dela Torre,
Kaye Cal, Migz Haleco, and Isabela Vinzon, Jeremy Glinoga, Mica
Becerro and Jona Marie Soquite of
“The Voice Teens”; Ella Nympha and
Xia Vigor of “ Your Face Sounds Familiar”; Jhon Clyd Talili of “Tawag
ng Tanghalan”; and Angel of “Little
Big Shots.”
With the release of the recording video, anticipation for the 2017
Christmas station ID (SID) slated
for release this month is seen to
rise.

The Christmas new SID will
feature more ABS-CBN artists
and personalities as well as ordi-

nary Filipinos who will inspire the
nation to focus on love this Christmas season and beyond.

‘Battle’ of Korean idols
in ‘Hwarang’

Meet the boy group that will bring kilig to viewers in ABS-CBN’s newest “Koreanovela,” “Hwarang.” The 2016 KBS-produced drama gathers
Park Seo-Joon, Go Ara, Do Ji-Han and Jo Yoon
Woo as well as Choi Min Ho of Shinee, Kim
Taehyung of BTS and Park Hyung-sik of ZE:
A. They become part of Hwarang, an elite group
of warriors. Little do they know that the biggest
battle they will face will be caused by two of their
men—DogBird (Seo-Joon) and Ji Dwi (Hyung
Sik). “Hwarang” airs weekdays after “The Good
Son” on ABS-CBN.

‘Kimerald’ wedding
trends on Twitter

Bianca Agbayani (Kim Chiu) and Gabriel Vilario
(Gerald Anderson) finally tied the knot in “Ikaw
Lang Ang Iibigin.” The November 6 episode captured viewers’ hearts, with the hashtag #ILAIPagbubuklod making it to the top trending topics on
Twitter. “Ikaw Lang Ang Iibigin”
airs weekdays
before “It’s Showtime.” (Excerpted from http://news.
abs-cbn.com/entertainment)

whose children try to stop her from
leaving her husband. Shamaine
Buencamino and Noel Trinidad
costar.
“Nervous Translation,” about a
girl who discovers a pen that can
translate people’s thoughts and
feelings, is written and directed by
Shireen Seno. Jana Agoncillo and
Sid Lucero star.
Richard Somes returns for his
fourth outing in the festival with

“Historiographika Errata.” The
film features Joem Bascon, Alex
Medina, Maxine Eigenmann and
Nathalie Hart.
For his first outing with Cinema
One, Dan Villegas adapts Vincent
de Jesus’ stage musical “Changing Partners,” an exploration of
relationships told in perspectives
of various genders starring Agot
Isidro, Anna Luna, Jojit Lorenzo
and Sandino Martin.

Cinema One Originals festival director Ronald Arguelles (2nd from left) with actors
Carlo Aquino, Agot Isidro, Nathalie Hart and Rafa Siguion-Reyna

Jessa, Dingdong all set for ‘20/30’ concert
JESSA Zaragoza and Dingdong
Avanzado are jointly celebrating
decades of music career success
with the “20/30” anniversary concert happening at the Newport
Performing Arts Theater in Resorts
World Manila on December 8.
Jessa is commemorating her
20th year in showbiz, while Dingdong is marking his 30th anniversary in the industry.
Joining the couple in their onenight show are guests Xian Lim,
Klarisse de Guzman, Lloyd Zaragoza, Daryl Ong, Angeline Quinto
and Ogie Alcasid. Their daughter

Jayda Avanzado will also surprise
the audience with her powerful
vocals.
The musical event is produced
by Star Events and Resorts World
Manila.
Jessa officially began her music
career in 1997 when she released
her first studio album with a
phenomenal eight-time platinum
record largely due to her hit “Bakit
Pa?.” She also popularized songs
such as “Di Ba’t Ikaw,” “Ibigay Mo
Na” and “Kahit na Ilang Umaga,”
earning her the title “Jukebox Queen
of the ‘90s.”

Dingdong, on the other hand,
ventured into recording 10 years
earlier, with his hit single “Ikaw
Lamang” earning him his first gold
record. In his three-decade career,
he has been a singer, songwriter,
actor and concert director. Among
his biggest hits are “Tatlong BeinteSingko,” “Naghihintay Sa ‘ Yo,” “Bakit
Labis Kitang Mahal” and “Basta’t
Kasama Kita.”
For tickets, call TicketWorld at
891-9999, log on to ticketworld.
com.ph or call SM Tickets at 4702222 or log on to smtickets.com.
(K. Choa)

Kip Oebanda is directing “Nay,”
about a man who uncovers a dark
family secret. Enchong Dee, Sylvia
Sanchez and Jameson Blake star.
Fatrick Tabada and Rae Red’s
“Si Chedeng at si Apple” stars Elizabeth Oropesa and Gloria Diaz,
while Joseph Teoxon’s “Throwback
Today” is top billed by Carlo Aquino, Annicka Dolonius, Empress
Schuck and Allan Paule.
The restored classics to be
showcased include Marilou DiazAbaya’s “Moral,” Jeffrey Sonora’s
“Asedillo,” Celso Ad. Castillo’s
“Tag-Ulan sa Tag-Araw” and Danny Zialcita’s “Langis at Tubig.”
Restored versions of Zialcita’s
“Karma,” Abaya’s “Karnal” and
Lino Brocka’s “Cain at Abel” will
also be screened.
The 13th Cinema One Originals will run from November 1321 at Trinoma, Glorietta, Gateway,
UP Cine Adarna, Cinema 76 and
Cinematheque, with an extended
run from November 22-28 at
Power Plant Mall.



By Mitos G. Santisteban

AT the Lopez Museum and
Library going through photographs of the ‘50s, ‘60s and ‘70s,
trying to identify friends and

family, and chatting in between
about our memories of many
years ago, Margot Fragante,
Zeny Tañada and I go back to

L-R: Martin Nievera, Zsa Zsa Padilla, Jona Soquite, Sarah Geronimo and Piolo
Pascual

‘Fearless’ Cinema One festival kicks off this November

“WALANG Takot.”
The tagline of the 13th Cinema
One Originals is more than an apt
descriptor for the festival’s programming ethos and its reputation,
the way it has shepherded unique,
adventurous cinematic voices into
the limelight.
The films that make up this
year’s documentary section are
both examinations of a past with
present-day resonances but from
diverse vantage points.
Dempster Samarista’s “Bundok
Banahaw, Sacred and Profane” is
an exploration of the mystical
mountain using secret histories
and sacred knowledge as a way
of piecing together our cultural
psyche. Phyllis Grande’s “Haunted:
A Visit to the Red House” focuses on
the atrocities visited by Japanese
soldiers on comfort women during
World War II.
There are seven films in the
full-length narrative section.
In “Paki,” Giancarlo Abrahan
casts Dexter Doria as a woman

The enduring legacy of Roby M. Lopez
PHOTOS COURTESY OF LOPEZ MUSEUM

‘Red Alert’ revisits lessons from Yolanda

THE biggest names on the OPM
scene have come together to bring
life to ABS-CBN’s 2017 Christmas theme, #justLOVE.
Gary Valenciano, Martin Nievera, Ogie Alcasid and Zsa Zsa Padilla lead the star-studded lineup,
which also includes Piolo Pascual,
Sarah Geronimo, Toni Gonzaga,
Erik Santos, Billy Crawford and
Yeng Constantino.
The song was composed by
Jimmy Antiporda with words by
Lloyd Oliver Corpuz, Christian
Faustino and ABS-CBN Creative
Communications
Management
head Robert Labayen.
Other singers that have shared
their talent to inspire people to let
love rule are “ASAP” regulars like
Darren Espanto; BoybandPH;
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Roby M. Lopez (seated, left) with his mother Doña Nitang and his brothers
Manuel, Oscar and Geny and only sister Presy

the ‘60s and the subject of how
we remember Roby, who the
Lopez family just honored with
a mass and tribute on his 25th
death anniversary a few weeks
ago.
Roby was the youngest of
the five children of Don Eñing
and Doña Nitang. Margot says
she knew him since he was a
child, while Zeny and I met
him during his preteen years.
He was respectful to his older
siblings, calling them Manong
Geny, Manong Ka (Oscar),
Manang (his only sister Presy)
and Manong (Manolo).
He had a wholesale business in San Francisco called
Sarimanok. He joined the
twice-a-year San Francisco
Gift Show at the SF Convention Center where he set up a
booth and displayed products
from the Philippines—Christ-

mas ornaments (angels from
wood shavings, corn husks and
crocheted, wooden crèches),
wooden trays, plates, etc. I
would help him man the booth
and get the orders. He would
do the packing and shipping to
fill the orders.
Roby finished his high
school at the Benedictine-run
Woodside Priory in Portola
Valley, California; his Bachelor of Arts in History at the
Santa Clara University in
California in 1971; and his
Master of Arts (European)
from the Johns Hopkins
School of Asian and International Studies in Maryland in
1973. He also took courses in
Asian history and politics at
the same school.
Roby’s dream was to become
a diplomat, but martial law all
but killed his dream.

HR Updates

EDC taps personnel to conduct safety training

The brothers with Don Eñing at Harvard University in June 1972

He came home to the
Philippines in 1986 and
became involved in the art
scene, buying paintings and
other art items that all ended
up at the Lopez Museum
and Library. He was also
responsible for initiating
the publication of the coffee
table books on Sanso, Man-

ansala, Zobel, Amorsolo, Lee
Aguinaldo and others written
by Rod. Paras-Perez, among
others.
He left as his legacy a trust
fund for the restoration and
conservation division of the
Lopez Museum and Library,
and the Phil-Asia Assistance
Foundation Inc. or PAAFI.

Comptrollers’ Circle

By Gerbs de Castro

Nestor Evaristo, EDC Safety
Performance and Operations head

Clark Ricafrente, Frontier
Areas head

THE Health, Environment
and Safety Group (HESG) of
Energy Development Corporation (EDC) recently conducted
a three-day safety training for
Geosciences and Reservoir
Engineering Group (GREG)
personnel at One Corporate
Centre in Pasig.
Instead of engaging a
safety training organization,
homegrown EDC personnel
were tapped as speakers. The
undertaking
aimed to increase health
and safety
awareness
a m o n g
G R E G
personnel
who
will
be assigned
to explorations, Fluid

Collection and Recovery System or FCRS activities and
laboratory operation.
The training also introduced
the participants to the HES
standards and policies of EDC
as well as obtained feedback
and input to improve or make
more effective the existing
HES policies related to GREG
activities.
Topics discussed included
foundations in health and
safety/health and safety management system, health and
safety plan or HASP, security
orientation, incident reporting
and investigation standard or
IRIS, permit to work or PTW
standard, control of workplace
hazards, occupational health
management, road transport
safety, fire safety and control
and
hazardous
substance
safety.

Sotto wins trip to Hokkaido in SKY promo
KATRINA Ann Sotto of
ABS-CBN was named the
winner of a vacation trip for
two to Hokkaido, Japan in
SKY’s “Go Hokkaido” raffle
promo.
Sotto qualified for the
promo, which was offered
exclusively to Lopez Group
employees, by enrolling her
SKY accounts to SKY ’s
electronic statement of account system so she can start

receiving paperless bills. She
was awarded her prize at
SKY ’s ELJ office by SKY
Airtime Marketing manager
Delbert Santos II and Employee Engagement manager
Dimpy Jazmines.
SKY thanked Sotto and all
the Lopez Group kapamilya
who supported the promo and
switched from paper bills to
receiving their SKY bills electronically.

Comptrollers’ Circle core team members Aldrin Cerrado and Jei-Jei Gertes
flank guest speaker Ging Reyes, head of ABS-CBN News and Current
Affairs, and Board of Accountancy deputy commissioner Gerry Sanvictores
during the opening of Accountancy Week

Comptrollers’ Circle
gears up for Q4 activities
THE Comptrollers’ Circle recently participated in the annual
Accountancy Week celebration
spearheaded by the Philippine
Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (PICPA).
This year is also a milestone
for the Comptrollers’ Circle as
two of its core team members
were elected as PICPA officers.
Aldrin Cerrado of ABS-CBN
Corporation now serves as
chair of PICPA Metro Manila
Region, while Jei-Jei Gertes
of Third Generation Holdings
Corporation was named chairman of the PICPA Metro Manila Region international conference to be held in Australia
in May 2018. Both officers are
part of the executive core team
that will host the PICPA annual national convention in
Manila this month.

PICPA is the national organization of certified public
accountants recognized by the
Professional Regulation Commission. The group is committed
to the professional excellence of
its members and to nation building with a global perspective.
Meanwhile, various activities
are lined up for the Comptrollers’ Circle for the remaining
months of the year. These include a seminar on updates and
developments in accounting,
taxation and mandated regulations at Rockwell Business
Center on November 8 and the
PICPA national convention at
the Philippine International
Convention Center on November 22-25. On December 12, the
members will be at ABS-CBN
for their annual general assembly and Christmas fellowship.
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LAA Winners

ALKFI’s Team BayaniJuan sa Calauan

ALKFI’s Team Save the La Mesa Watershed Project

(1st row) Lopez Holdings chairman Manuel M. Lopez; ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III; Lopez Group
Foundation Inc. president Cedie Lopez Vargas; INAEC Aviation president Jay R. Lopez; Lopez Holdings president
Salvador G. Tirona; (2nd row) Maiki Banzon; program hosts Jamie Lopez and Chris Lopez with ABS-CBN host
Gretchen Ho; The all-star finale with Morissette, Ogie Alcasid and Angeline Quinto

ALKFI RULES...
from page 1

ALKFI’s Team Buhatan River Eco-Adventure-Bantay Kalikasan

ABS-CBN
Corporation,
Asian Eye Institute and Energy Development Corporation
(EDC) came away with a win
apiece to complete the honor roll.
Themed
“Scaling
Up
Through Excellence and Innovation,” this year marks the
15th edition of the LAA.
In his opening remarks,
ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio
Lopez III (EL3) underscored
the milestone of the awards program, calling it “15 years of culture shaping within the group.”

Excellence in organizations

ABS-CBN’s Team Ang Probinsyano

Asian Eye’s Team EyeScan

EDC et al.’s Team School Rebuilding

“While each award given
out to individuals and teams is
of great worth and meaning in
and of themselves, the greater
value the LAA brings to bear
is the culture it shapes. In recognizing contributions of merit
and distinction by our employees, the LAA fosters and
breeds excellence in our people,
resulting in excellence in our
organizations,” EL3 said.
This, he added, is the “more
lasting, more impactful aspect”
of the LAA.
The ABS-CBN chairman
went on to discuss emergent
leadership and how the network applied the concept to its
hierarchy as it transitions into a
digital company.
“…The emergent leader is a
key element of long-term organizational success. If we look well
enough, I am positive we will be
happy to find quite a number
of such leaders within our companies. Identify them. Groom
them. Harness them. They comprise the informal organization
hierarchy that amplifies the solution-generation capacity of the
formal hierarchy. We cannot do
without them,” EL3 stressed.

Winning season

Twenty-eight-year-old ALKFI, which has earlier won LAAs
as ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.,
tabbed wins in three categories.
The BayaniJuan sa Calauan
team kicked off ALKFI’s winning season with its triumph in
the Customer Focus category
for “Project Implementation
of ADB-JFPR Grant Benefiting Resettlement Families in
Southville 7, Calauan, Laguna.”
The Save the La Mesa Watershed Project team, meanwhile, was the lone winner in
the Operations Management
category for “The La Mesa
Watershed Project: Saving the
Lifeblood of Metro Manila.”
ALKFI’s third accolade
came courtesy of the Buhatan
River Eco-Adventure-Bantay
Kalikasan team for “Dagos Tabi!:
Buhatan River as a Blooming
Ecotourism Site” in the Public
Responsibility category.
ABS-CBN Corporation’s
Team Ang Probinsyano ruled
the Business Management
category with “FPJ’s Ang
Probinsyano—Teleserye Beyond
Entertainment.”
Asian
Eye
Institute’s
EyeScan team joined the ranks
of the LAA 2017 winners with
“Preventing Sight Threatening
Diseases Through EyeScan:
The First Tele-Ophthalmology
in the Philippines and Among
the First Three Movers in the
World,” which was entered in
the Customer Focus category.
“Synergy at Work: Rebuilding
the Lives of Children Through
the Donated Classrooms” merited a win in the Public Responsibility category for the School
Rebuilding team of EDC and
other donor companies.

Inspirational message

Following the announcement of winners in the main
event, Lopez Holdings Cor-

poration chairman Manuel M.
Lopez (MML) reiterated the
importance of excellence in his
inspirational message.
He held up the LAA as a way
to gauge how well the Lopez
Group has “harnessed the passion, dedication and expertise” of
its people even as it helped pave
the way for the “replication of
best practices across the group.”
“The pursuit of excellence is
a tall order. For a business that
will last, it calls for innovation,
adaptability, risk taking, responsibility, compassion or malasakit,
and the kind of integrity that
will not trade ethical values for
bigger profits. So, if the entry
of your group is nominated for
the LAA, you must know that
you have approached the altar
of excellence. Even if you are
asked to try again next year, you
are essentially an outstanding
achiever. Likewise, know that
there is a very thin line between
winners and non-winners.

‘Never rest on laurels’

“For our winners, I encourage you never to rest on your
laurels. Keep on pursuing higher
aspirations. Keep on improving.
Keep going for incremental and
breakthrough innovation. Never
be complacent,” MML said.
Loreta Ann Trinidad was
cited as this year’s sole Unsung
Hero. The registered nurse, who
had served as home care supervisor at the Children’s Village since
2002 until its closure and has since
been serving as medical officer of
Bantay Bata 163 for a total of 16
years now, was selected among 10
nominees for the award.
Steve Psinakis was posthumously conferred a Lifetime
Achievement Award. Considered a pillar of First Philippine
Holdings Corporation, the
American mechanical engineer
joined pre-martial law Meralco
soon after it was acquired by

Eugenio Lopez Sr., his would-be
father-in-law. Psinakis’ extensive
accomplishments include leading the teams that built the old
Rockwell power plant in Makati
and the Bauang Power Station
in La Union. For his work as a
leader in the anti-martial law
movement, Psinakis was also
conferred the Presidential Citation for Outstanding Service to
Philippine Democracy in 1988.
The long-time Lopez Group executive, who was married to the
late Presy Lopez-Psinakis, passed
away in March 2016.
Yuri Psinakis and his brothers
Michael Psinakis and Rogy Panganiban accepted the award from
Lopez Group chairman emeritus
Oscar M. Lopez, MML and EL3
on behalf of their father.

Model of core values

Lopez Holdings Corporation president Salvador G.
Tirona hailed the winners as
well as the nominees and semifinalists as models of excellence
and of the Group’s core values.
“If we learned something
from our yearly LAA celebration, it is that we should aspire
for excellence and try our very
best each and every day in every
little or big thing that we do. If
we do so, particularly in periods
of seeming adversity, then all
else falls into place,” Tirona said
in his closing remarks.
To date, there have been 117
team LAA winners, three individual LAA awardees and 17
special awardees. The tally also
includes 10 Unsung Heroes, six
individual and 21 team Yolanda
Heroes and five Lifetime
Achievement awardees.
In all, a total of 182 team
and individual winners, including this year’s batch, have been
recognized over the last 15 years
of the LAA.
Fourth-generation Lopezes
participated actively in the ceremonies. Maria Katrina “Maiki”
Abello Banzon, assistant leasing
manager for Rockwell Land
Corporation, led the recitation of
the Lopez Credo while Christopher James “Chris” Lopez, head
of International Music Content
at Star Creatives, and Eugenio
“Jamie” Lopez IV, Customer Engineering and Managed Services
head at SKYcable, served as the
afternoon’s masters of ceremonies
alongside Gretchen Ho, ABSCBN host.
ABS-CBN talents Jhon
Clyd Talili (“Tawag ng Tanghalan Kids” champion), Jona
Soquite (“The Voice Teens Philippines” grand champion), Jeremy
Glinoga, Isabella Vinzon, Mica
Becerro, JayR, Jason Dy and KZ
Tandingan, and Ogie Alcasid,
Angeline Quinto and Morissette regaled the guests with
great musical numbers.
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Steve Psinakis: Fifty years of serving the
Lopez Group and the country he made his own

STEVE Psinakis, a GreekAmerican mechanical engineer,
dedicated more than five decades of his top-notch technical
expertise and his managerial
and leadership skills to helping
the Lopez Group reestablish
its preeminence in the power
generation industry.
Psinakis played a key role in
the return of the Lopez Group
to the power generation business. He led the successful
bid for and construction of
the 225-megawatt Bauang
power plant in La Union that
was completed under budget
and ahead of schedule. It was
the fastest commissioning
achieved for a plant of its type
anywhere in the world. While
it was the world’s largest medium-speed diesel plant at the
time, it also offered the cheapest power among the many
fast-track plants constructed.
According to Lopez Group
chairman emeritus Oscar
M. Lopez (OML), “without
Steve, I do not think we would
have considered reentering
power generation. We did not
have the know-how. Steve had
the experience and credibility,
and he convinced us that we
could do it.”

R-L: Lopez Group chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez, ABS-CBN chairman
Eugenio Lopez III and Lopez Holdings chairman Manuel M. Lopez, with
Yuri Psinakis, Rogy Panganiban and Michael Psinakis, take a moment to
remember a cherished family member and colleague

Lopez Holdings chairman
Manuel M. Lopez said: “He provided guidance and leadership
and his advice was always sought
when it came to power generation. He played a crucial role.”
As a result of winning the
Bauang Power project, Psinakis
formed an energy task force to
carry out research and development for the new thrust into
power generation.

OML said further: “Steve
built a strong team of commercial and technical people
who could take on newer and
larger power plant projects.
Bauang was the first. Others
would follow during the next
10 years, Panay, Sta. Rita, San
Lorenzo.”
Psinakis left a mark of his
leadership and influence on
people he worked with.

Said Ernesto Pantangco,
former president of Bauang
Private Power Corporation:
“He taught us values. He
taught us hard work. He led
by example. One of his famous
quotes was, ‘If you have to do
xeroxing, you don’t look for the
secretary to xerox it. Just do it
yourself.’ And most of the time,
he did the xeroxing himself.”
Giles Puno, president of
First Philippine Holdings
Corporation, said: “Last year,
we drew the line that we will
not do coal. Steve was no longer there, but that decision was
made on the basis of the history we had with very strong
leaders like Steve who basically
led the way in terms of being
resilient and being faithful to
the values.”
Psinakis also made significant contributions to the
process of nation building.
His love for the Philippines
was overflowing, although he
would often rant about things
that did not do good for the
country. At great risk to his life,
he fought against martial law.
When freedom was regained,
he worked harder than ever to
help the Lopez Group regain
its credibility and prestige.

“His courage, his malasakit to
the country. His patriotism. He
was American, but he loved this
country so much,” said Puno.
Psinakis’ heroism was recognized beyond the Lopez
companies.
The late President Cory
Aquino wrote of Sen. Ninoy
Aquino’s close friend in the
foreword of his 2008 biography,
“A Country Not Even His Own”:
“Steve’s steadfast commitment
all those years to the struggle
to restore democracy in the
Philippines was admirable
and inspirational. For him, the
Filipino cause took precedence
over everything else and never
did he waver in making whatever sacrifices were necessary.”
In 2012, Psinakis and
four others were conferred
the Ninoy Aquino Movement Medal of Valor for their
leadership role in the struggle
against martial law.
Psinakis was married to Presy
Lopez-Psinakis, the only daughter of Eugenio Lopez Sr. whom
he met while he was working
for Meralco. Lopez-Psinakis
recently passed on, some two
years after her husband, both of
them dearly missed by all in the
Lopez Group.

Unsung Hero 2017

Ann Trinidad: Her job is her life’s mission

UPON learning about Bantay
Bata 163, Loreta Ann Trinidad,
known as Nurse Ann to medical patients and Tita Ann to
rescued children and the staff,
signed up as a volunteer for six
months. She decided to give up
her full-time job and take the
bigger task at Bantay Bata 163
team on November 2, 2002.
Trinidad started as home
care supervisor at Children’s
Village. Upon the closure of
Children’s Village, she moved
to the medical department of
Bantay Bata 163.
As medical officer of Bantay Bata 163, she manages the
unit single-handedly.
Being with Bantay Bata
163 entails reporting for work
six days a week and 24 hours
a day, leaving Trinidad only a
day to spend with her husband
and son, who are among her
biggest supporters.

Trinidad always goes beyond the call of duty. She visits
her patients even on weekends
to make sure that they are
being cared for. She uses her
own money for the transportation of the parents and their
children. She hardly goes on
leave because she wants to stay
with children who are sick or
depressed.
Said Anne Therese Arceo,
content officer of ABS-CBN
Lingkod Kapamilya Foundation Inc. who nominated
Trinidad for the Unsung Hero
award: “Never mo siya makikita
na magsasabi na ‘ayaw ko na.’
Sobrang caring niya sa mga bata
kahit hindi naman niya kadugo.
For 16 years na nag-se-serve
siya sa mga bata, simula nung
nasa Children’s Village, dun
ako bumilib sa kanya. Pinigilan na lang niya yung lungkot,
nag-sacrifice na lang siya kasi

maraming bata ang nangangailangan ng tulong nya.
“Hindi trabaho ang tingin
niya sa trabaho niya. Ang tingin
niya sa trabaho niya ay misyon
niya sa buhay.”
Trinidad was part of the core
team that enabled Bantay Bata
163, since 1997, to respond to and
counsel 381,026 callers on hotline
163; provide medical assistance
to 62,131 children; and finance
the expenses of 892 scholars from
elementary to college.
Unity is one of the Lopez
Group values that Trinidad
personified for the past 16 years
as she has always worked well
with everyone.
Nationalism is manifested
by her decision to give up her
job in a multinational company
and join Bantay Bata 163 in uplifting the lives of the children.
Integrity is manifested in
Trinidad’s faithfulness to and

Bantay Bata 163 medical officer Ann Trinidad accepts her award from the
Lopezes

appreciation for the partners
and donors who support Bantay
Bata 163 in fulfilling its mission
and ensuring that every single
peso they give redounds to the
benefit of the children.
Her strong sense of social
justice is demonstrated by her
belief that by offering love and
empathy to the children, she
can lessen their trauma, mak-

ing them feel that they can be
productive despite what happened in the past.
Loreta
Ann Trinidad
discovered her calling and
decided to devote herself to a
career that helped change the
lives of many children. She is
a nurturing wife and mom and
a real mother of Bantay Bata
163.
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The Knowledge
Channel anniversary
logo KNOWLEDGE Channel

Students of Basco Central School hold their heads high during a
flag ceremony. The school is one of the four “Gift of Knowledge”
beneficiaries in partnership with SKYcable

Foundation Inc.’s 18th
anniversary logo represents
learning as an infinite cycle
between teacher and learner.
They are linked together by the
foundation’s programs that help
elevate the quality of education
in the Philippines, from the
satellite dishes and devices that
provide public schools access
to Knowledge Channel to the
multimedia learning resources
and professional development
trainings for educators.

Knowledge

Channel
Celebrating 18 years by the numbers
of reaching more, 17,000,000

teaching more

Knowledge Channel’s “coming
of age” marks another milestone
in the foundation’s pioneering
journey in influencing education,
learning and the Filipino—one
day at a time
SINCE 1999, the Knowledge Channel Foundation
Inc. (KCFI) has been at the
forefront of helping improve
education and learning outcomes through relevant and
engaging multimedia learning

resources and professional
development of educators. On
its 18th year, it continues to
metamorphose and adapt to
the changing education landscape and demands of 21st
century learning.
To celebrate this milestone,
18 beneficiary schools will each
be provided with a Knowledge
Channel package that includes
a TV set and a portable media
library under the project “Labinwalong Handog.” The title

takes off from the tradition of
giving a debutante 18 gifts on
her 18th birthday, but this time
around, KCFI will be the one
to give 18 “Gifts of Knowledge”
to beneficiary schools. TV host
Marlo Mortel will also bring to
the event Knowledge Channel’s
mobile game show, “Knowledge
on the Go!.”
Alongside this is the online
premiere of 18 heartwarming
Knowledge Channel stories.
The series will feature writ-

ten and video narratives of
Knowledge Channel teachers,
students and partners, all of
which exemplify individual and
collective passions for learning
and championing education.
For more updates on
KCFI’s 18th anniversary, visit
www.knowledgechannel.org or
follow us on social media via
Facebook: knowledgechannel,
Twitter: kchonline, Instagram:
knowledge_channel and YouTube: knowledgechannelorg.

KCFI, Insular sign MOA for new ‘Estudyantipid’ episodes
By Azrael Gonzales

NEW “Estudyantipid” episodes
await viewers as Knowledge
Channel Foundation Inc. (KCFI)
and Insular Foundation signed
a memorandum of agreement
(MOA) anew at the Insular Life
Corporate Center in Alabang.
The signing was led by
KCFI president and executive
director Rina Lopez-Bautista
and Insular Foundation chair
and president Nina Aguas.
The MOA commits KCFI
and Insular to produce two
additional episodes of “Estudyantipid” focusing on consumers
and consumer rights.
The “Estudyantipid” series,
which orients and educates students on how to use and save

views on Knowledge Channel’s YouTube channel

5,000,000

learners in public schools with access to Knowledge
Channel

50,000

pesos, the amount of one Knowledge Channel package
(TV, speakers, external hard drive loaded with 1,100 videos
and games, etc., and TVplus or SKYdirect)

public schools provided with
access to Knowledge Channel
materials through its on-air,
online and offline platforms

6,000

teachers and principals trained on Learning Effectively
through Enhanced and Evidence-based Pedagogies

1,100+
videos and games available on Knowledge Channel’s
portable media library
KCFI president Rina Lopez-Bautista (seated, center) with (l-r) Insular Foundation trustee Jesus Alfonso Hofileña, chair
Nina Aguas, administrator Ana Maria Roa-Soriano and vice chair Mona Lisa dela Cruz

money properly,are supplementary
materials made for Grade 9 under
the Araling Panlipunan subject.
Sharlene San Pedro and
Jairus Aquino will reprise their

roles as “Estudyantipid” characters Marla and Jordan. The
two new episodes are slated for
release in early 2018.
The signing was also wit-

nessed by Insular Foundation
vice chair Mona Lisa dela Cruz,
trustee Jesus Alfonso Hofileña
and administrator Ana Maria
Roa-Soriano.

partners engaged
since 2016

Museum/Values
Ongoings
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By Thea Garing and Yna Musico

Last chance to catch Lopez Museum’s two exhibits

NOVEMBER is the final
month to view the two shows of
the Lopez Museum and Library
for its second exhibition cycle,
The Given Order and What Do I
Say to a Giant.
Featuring guest artists Jason
Dy, S.J. and Anton del Castillo,
The Given Order approaches the
topic of religion from standpoints and visual explorations
that tackle different tangents of
faith.

Drawing narratives from
Christian biblical text, Del
Castillo’s canvases and sculptures are a jolt from the divine
imagery normally associated
with creation and exile. His
works show faces hidden behind gas masks, men in suits
and the allegorical apple. Del
Castillo stretches the boundaries of his art practice, displaying
not only wall-bound paintings,
but also reliefs, sculptures and

installation pieces spread across
the gallery.
Dy’s installation piece weaves
together a narrative of a community and its encounter with the
divine. A practicing priest, Dy
attempts to make belief tangible,
one that can be approached visually. Taking inspiration from
a makeshift chapel in Calais, he
sets up a space of worship using
materials familiar to the community. With their help, pieces

Jason Dy, S.J.’s Kanlungan ng Awa, a remount of
the 2016 installation at the Kristong Hari Parish

Anton del Castillo’s mixed media piece, True Form

The New Values Vanguards

 ick Joaquin (seated, 3rd from right) at a Midweek magazine party at the Lanot
N
residence (IMAGE COURTESY OF MARRA PL. LANOT AND JOSE F. LACABA)

of cloth were sewn together,
while plastic bags with prayers
inside were blown up and hung
from the tent’s ceiling.
Featured works from the
museum’s permanent collection
also tackle the themes of religion
and the afterlife, from Hidalgo’s
canvas of La Barca de Aqueronte
to pottery from the 15th-16th
centuries. This exhibit was curated by Ricky Francisco.
What Do I Say to a Giant
tackles the life, career and works
of National Artist for Literature
Nick Joaquin as his alter ego,
Quijano de Manila. What Do I

Say to a Giant attempts to flesh
out this monumental character
by following the trail he left
behind in the form of friends,
news articles, poems and prose.
This library exhibit features
photographs of scenes straight
out of the late seventies and the
early eighties, when journalists
capped the day with cold beers
and boisterous conversation; in
one photo, Joaquin is seen holding up his bottle of beer amidst
colleagues and friends.
Featuring two guest artists, Marc Gaba and Teaching
Exhibitions, What Do I Say

to a Giant grasps at the flints
of memory left behind by the
writer in celebration of his centenary. The exhibit is curated by
Thea Garing.
Catch these two shows until
November 29, 2017. Lopez
Group companies that wish to
book tours may email tours@
lopezmuseum.org.ph.
The Lopez Museum and Library is at the ground floor, Benpres Building, Exchange Road cor.
Meralco Avenue, Pasig City. Museum days and hours are Mondays
to Saturdays, except holidays, 8am5pm. Avail of unlimited access to
exhibitions and library resources by
signing up for the Lopez Museum
membership program. Members
can borrow books from the lending section and get discounts on
lectures, workshops and services
for only P1,500. For other inquires
and concerns, and for scheduling
of special tours and field trips, call
631-2417 (museum) or 631-2425
(library); or email lmmpasig@
gmail.com.

By Dulce Festin-Baybay

Maiki Abello Banzon: For Jaro Queen, respect, kindness rule
MARIA Katrina “Maiki” Abello
Banzon was just 17 when she
became the Jaro Fiesta Queen, a
title handed down to daughters
of prominent families in Iloilo.
Maiki is the daughter of Raffy
and Pia Lopez Abello and a
granddaughter of Oscar and
Connie Rufino Lopez. A greatgranddaughter of Eugenio Lopez
Sr., she talks of the halcyon years
of growing up with cousins and
family members and how they
were taught and lived the Lopez
values of unity, respect and kindness towards others, rich or poor.
Can you tell us about your
growing up years?
I am Maria Katrina Abello
Banzon. I grew up surrounded
by family. My cousins were my
neighbors so we were always
hanging out on weekends and
after school. It was a lot of
fun!
I went to Poveda for kinder
all the way until high school.
Then I went to Ateneo for college. I played softball for my
school varsity from Grade 6
until I finished college. I took
up AB Interdisciplinary Studies in Ateneo. Most people
don’t really know what it is. It’s
a course which allows you to
pick two tracks and gives you
a lot of freedom in choosing
electives. I chose this course
because I didn’t really find any
single course that I felt was
perfect for me. With AB IS I
took management and com-

munications tracks and a lot of
electives which were more on
the artistic side, like set design
and painting.
Since I was young, I always
loved to draw and paint. I
actually wanted to take a design course in college, but my
parents told me to take something related to business or
management because it would
be a good background to have
for whatever field I would get
into in the future. Then after
college, they said I could take
a design course. So that’s what
I did.
After college, I spent a year
in Madrid and took a basic
design course in IED [Istituto
Europeo di Design] where I
focused on industrial design.
That’s how I ended up working as the design manager for
Kenneth Cobonpue, a wellknown furniture designer. I
moved to Cebu for that job
and stayed for two and a half
years. I really enjoyed it and
was so proud to work for him
because he is a Filipino that
made it to the world stage for
design. It was so nice to show
people that with a little hard
work and creativity, Filipinos
can contend with the rest of
the world.
How were you taught the
value of hard work and budgeting?
Growing up with my cousins, we would always come up

with mini businesses or summer jobs. Outside my cousin
Marty’s house, we would set up
a small table with random little
things that we were selling. We
would sell anything from pencils to brownies. When sales
were slow, we would move our
merchandise to a tiny wagon
and make our younger siblings
(Erica and Carlos) go door to
door around the village selling
these things. My sister and I
would also offer nail polish services to our house help. I think
we charged P1 for every finger
and P2 for every toe. During
the summer when we would
have no more allowance, my
sisters and I would scrub the
stairs—our stairs would gather
a lot of dirt because it wasn’t
the smooth type—and my
parents would give us, I think,
P10 for every clean step.
I wouldn’t say any of those
things were hard work, but I
think it taught us the value of
hard work and money. It taught
us that things don’t come easy
and you need to work for it.
And it taught us how to be creative in these ways. Our parents
never just gave us things, we
always had to earn them; the
same with our grandparents.
They never spoiled us. I guess
also because it’s so hard to spoil
us when we’re so many!
Have you worked or are you
working in any Lopez company?

I work for Rockwell now.
I’ve been with Rockwell for
about a year and a half under
the Retail Leasing team. I’m
the one in charge of leasing
our retail space in Rockwell’s
projects outside Makati (RBC
Ortigas, The Grove, Santolan
Town Plaza, etc.).
I really enjoy working in
Rockwell. It’s a pretty young
company. In our team, most
of us are in our twenties. Everyone is very easy to get along
with and it’s not very formal.
It’s a nice environment that
encourages us to speak up and
be creative. From my coworkers I’ve learned a lot! Everyone
is just so willing to help out
and share what they know. Because of the very open culture,
learning is a lot faster. And you
can really learn from anyone!
There are guards and janitors
who have been there since the
beginning of Rockwell and
have so many stories to share.
Can you tell us how it is to be
a “queen”?
I was 17 years old when I
was Jaro Queen. I honestly
thought it was a joke when
they told me, and I really didn’t
want to do it. It was not me at
all since I was very shy. I didn’t
like to speak in public, go to
events, and really didn’t like
the spotlight.
But when I was there, I
realized that it was so much
more than that. I was able to do

tree-planting activities, feeding
programs, donate school supplies and visit public schools.
That’s the part that I enjoyed!
I realized then that I could
make a difference, even in just
a small way. And it didn’t take
much on my end to make a
big difference in the lives of
others. I love kids, so I really
enjoyed seeing the little kids
smile when they received food
or new books.
What was the influence of
your grandparents on you?
Growing up, my grandparents would always stress the
importance of respect for elders, from the simplest things
like the way we talk. We always had to say, “Yes, Nana”
or “No, thank you, Nana” and
not just a simple “Yup!” or
“Yes.”
Also, we were taught to
share everything. When
food was ready, we
would have to wait until
all the older ones got first
before we could get. We had to
make sure that the older ones
all had a seat before we could
sit down. A lot of times we
kids would make “benches.”
We would stick two or three
chairs together so that instead
of just seating two or three
people, it could seat three or
four.
Another thing that my
grandparents stressed was
to always put family first. They

told us that family should be a
priority, and we should always
be looking out for each other.
What would you advise your
younger siblings and cousins?
I would tell them to treat
everyone with respect and
kindness, whether it’s your
boss, a coworker or the janitor
who cleans your office. You can
learn something from everyone you cross paths with. And
hopefully, in
return, you’re
able to make
a positive
difference
in
their
lives,
too.
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Can diabetes damage your eyes?

By Charizze Henson

WHEN a diabetic experiences blurry vision, it can mean
a change in eye grade—or it
could be a symptom of diabetic
retinopathy.
According to Dr. Amadeo
Veloso Jr., director of retina and
vitreous disease service at Asian
Eye Institute, people who have
had diabetes for over five years
and have poor blood sugar control are at greater risk for diabetic retinopathy.
The retina is the part of the
eye that acts like the film in a
camera. When the light strikes
in the retina, it “takes a picture” and sends it to the brain
through the optic nerve.
Veloso explains: “Too much
sugar in the blood blocks the tiny

blood vessels that nourish the retina, decreasing its blood supply.”
Because the blood supply is
decreased, the retina is poorly oxygenated. The eye then attempts
to grow new blood vessels. But
because these new blood vessels
don’t develop properly, they are
weak and can leak fluid or blood
easily into the retina. This leakage
can cause complications that can
lead to serious vision problems
like macular edema, glaucoma,
retinal detachment, retinal hemorrhage and cataracts.
People with diabetic retinopathy don’t know they have it
because it usually has no symptoms in its early stages. However, as it progresses, a patient
could experience warning signs

Corporate Sustainability

like seeing floaters or clear or
dark spots or strings that float
across their vision. Some may
experience fluctuating vision,
impaired vision or seeing dark
or empty areas in their vision.
Vision lost to diabetic retinopathy is irreversible. However, Veloso clarifies that having diabetes doesn’t necessarily
mean patients will suffer from
serious eye problems.
“This is why we urge patients
to manage their diabetes and
overall health to reduce their risk
of getting diabetic retinopathy.
They should also get their eyes
checked at least every six months
so we can monitor their eye condition and prevent possible vision
loss that can lead to blindness.

BAYAN Academy offers
the following certificate
training courses this
month:
November 6-17: GEM
Trainers’ Training
November 9-10, 16-17:
Strategic Planning and
Management
November 23-24:
Managing the Operations
Function
November 29-30: New
Product Development
For rates, call 426-3140.
Bayan Academy reserves the
right to change course dates.

sugar level and keep your blood
pressure and cholesterol under
control. More importantly, visit
your retina specialist right away
if you start experiencing vision
problems.”

NOVEMBER
19: Run for Our Warriors, 3K/5K/10K (UP
Diliman, QC), 5am. Fee:
P500-P700. Register
at https://goorahna.
com/#/event/runforourwarriors/register
19: Takbo.ph 20 Miler,
5K/10K/16K/32K (SM
MOA, Pasay), 2am.
Fee: P800-P1,350.
Register at http://bit.
ly/20Miler2017reg
26: One Eagle Run,
1K/3K/5K/10K (McKinley West, Taguig), 4am.
Fee: P700-P1,100.
Register at www.proactive.ph

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.



Kapamilya artists Young JV (left) and Miho Nishida (2nd from right)
distribute gift packs at Tula-Tula

were a medical and dental mission, gift giving, distribution
of vegetable seeds, anti-rabies
vaccinations, blood smearing
for malaria and free haircuts.
The school received a television
set, solar panel, books and chairs.
Classrooms and chairs were repaired, while two new classrooms
are being constructed.
The outreach activity was
done in celebration of the 30th

anniversary of “TV Patrol” and
the 10th year of Bayan Mo
iPatrol Mo. It aimed to help,
serve and reach out to the
indigenous communities of
Pala’wan that do not receive
basic services from the government due to their far-flung
location.
One-hundred
fifty-seven
people from the community
benefited from the activity.

Young Palaweños prepare to become the newest
Boto Patrollers




Giving according to capability

Different people give
differently to help Marawi
KAPAMILYA proved that in
times of crises, giving does not
know religion or distance.
Recently, PricewaterhouseCoopers-Service Delivery Centre
Manila Ltd. (PwC-SDC) turned
over 1,008 life kits to Operation
Sagip to help families affected
by the conflict in Marawi. Each
life kit contains halal-certified
goods, blankets and hygiene kits.
The contributions of the PwCSDC Manila employees made
the donation possible.
On the other hand, in celebration of its community day,
Canossa School in Sta. Rosa,
Laguna conducted its own donation drive for Marawi. They successfully filled coin banks, which
they donated to Operation Sagip.
Within a month, “Alkansya Para
sa Marawi” reached more than
P100,000 in cash.
The Canossian community also
gathered in-kind donations such
as clothes and canned goods.
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Mountaintop school gets assistance
from
‘TV Patrol,’ Bantay Kalikasan
By Althea Cahayag
FROM Puerto Princesa, the
capital city of Palawan, one has
to travel for close to four hours
on a mountainous and slippery path to reach Tula-Tula
Elementary School in Brooke’s
Point, Palawan.
The school is situated on top
of a mountain.The students walk
for an hour and a half, crossing
rivers and passing by wild animals, to reach the school. Most
of them own only one pencil,
and even pad paper is scarce.
One classroom accommodates
three classes, with sawali dividing each class. Some students
also sit on benches instead of
armchairs.
Recently, “TV Patrol” and
Bantay Kalikasan Palawan went
to Tula-Tula to hold an outreach
project. Among the activities

“Lifestyle changes can go a
long way in preventing further
complications,” he adds. “Make
sure to eat healthy, exercise
daily and quit smoking. You
should also monitor your blood

Sports & Wellness
calendar

Interactive

Larga Na! Text and photos by Gerbs de Castro

Windswept on Tayak Hill
LAGUNA possesses a myriad of
historic structures as well as fantastic views of nature. The town
of Calamba and Rizal Shrine, the
famous Seven Lakes in San Pablo
and the underground cemetery
in Nagcarlan are just some of the
wonders of Laguna.
I learned that there was an “underrated” town between San Pablo
and Nagcarlan—Rizal, where one
could find Mt. Cristobal and Tayak
Hill. Since I could trek only the
easy ones, I chose Tayak Hill.
We departed from the JAM
Liner terminal near the LRT Gil
Puyat station on a Lucena-bound
bus at 7 a.m., alighting in front of
a Jollibee branch in San Pablo by
9 a.m.
We rode a tricycle to the
jeepney terminals near the San
Pablo Cathedral, then touched
base at the jump-off, Rizal Elementary School in Brgy. Tala.
We started the climb on the
concrete pavements of Opulencia
St. right across the school.
As the clock struck 12, we
decided to have lunch literally

Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to OCTOBER puzzle
Solution, tips and
computer program
available at
www.sudoku.com

on the road. At 12:20 p.m., we
reached the end of the cemented
road and tackled the rough road
portion of the trail.
We reached Sitio Sto. Niño at
12:50 p.m. and rested in preparation for the final assault on the
summit.

On the summit, you could really, really feel the strong winds
surrounding you at 655 meters
above sea level. The majestic Mt.
Cristobal can be seen when you
turn around.
Two crosses made of wood and
concrete mark the summit. On

Christmas 2017

More gifts with a diff
A man beams as he receives a life kit

To date, Operation Sagip has
reached more than 24,000 families in Marawi with food packs.
The program has distributed
3,515 “Gusto Kong Mag-Aral”
backpacks with school supplies
to displaced children. Viewing
stations were installed in four
evacuation centers in partnership with SKYdirect, while 3,900
hygiene kits were given to the
soldiers assigned in the area.

Twenty-nine 32” LED TVs with
ABS-CBN TVplus or SKYdirect were turned over to army
hospitals as part of the “Saludo sa
Sundalong Pilipino” project.
Operation Sagip plans to
undertake more rehabilitation
projects in Marawi. To help,
visit www.passitforward.com/
sagipmarawi or follow #IpasaAngPagAsaSaMarawi posts
online. (A. Cahayag)

Lopez Museum

The Lopez Museum
and Library shop
offers
unique
products featuring works from
its rich visual
collection and
archives. Take
home
your
own Lunas and
Hidalgos in the
form of note-

books and fans. Choose from a
wide selection of books and folios
that delve into art and history.
Browse through the shop’s catalog on lopez-museum.com or call
631-2417 to inquire about product availability and prices. (Thea
Garing)

Bayan Mo iPatrol Mo. A total
of 148 students participated in
the event.
The workshop aimed to teach
and educate the participants on
the basics of responsible report-

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

ing, proper use of social media
and how to become a Bayan
Patroller.
Palawan is one of Bantay
Kalikasan’s 14 assisted communities. (A. Cahayag)

CP2
collapsible
stool box set,
P5,500; P2,800 (L);
P2,000 (M); P1,350 (S)

beauty, personal care and wellness products. Contact Wilbur
Hernandez at 0915-4343337
(GSTUFF). (Eva Mae Nares)

G Stuff

Help the communities
of Matnog, Odiongan,
Palawan, Quezon
and Basey when
you buy G Stuff
food items and

Palawan students get
citizen journalism training
STUDENTS of Palawan State
University-Brooke’s
Point
campus and Palawan State
University main campus underwent a workshop on citizen
journalism with ABS-CBN’s

Feelin’ it on the summit with Mt. Cristobal in the background

Special Feature

TAKE the art (and heart) of
giving to a new level with these
finds from the Lopez Museum
and Library shop and G Stuff.
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CP5 Abra laptop cases, P999 (14”16” screen); P899 (13”-14” screen);
P799 (12”-13” screen); P750
(11”-12” screen)

Luna and Hidalgo
note cards (set of
10), P170; Lopez
Museum and
Library pens
in 3 designs,
P395/pair;
P225/each

Luna note cards (set of 12), P280; Hand-woven
nito bag, P930; Blanco fan, P650

PC6 package (1 200 ml moringa gugo
shampoo, 1 200 ml moringa gugo conditioner,
1 50 ml extremely hydrating lotion and 1 60 ml
sheer basic body and hand wash), P1,400

the left, a mountain bike marks
the hill as a “biker’s haven.” The
monument is dedicated to a biker
who succumbed to a heart attack
after climbing the hill. On the
right side is a marker of the Madonna del Ghisallo, the patron
saint of cyclists, riders, bikers and
travelers whose original shrine is
in Ghisallo, Italy.
We started our descent at 1:30
p.m. Back at our point of origin,
we decided to visit Lake Pandin. We rode a San Pablo-bound
jeepney and were dropped off
along the highway. After a short
hike, you will see this marvelous
natural spectacle on the outskirts
of San Pablo.
We then boarded another San
Pablo-bound jeepney and got
off near San Pablo Cathedral.
We rode tricycles to the Sulyap
Gallery Café & Restaurant in
Cocoland compound, Brgy. Del
Remedio.
The compound features three
ancestral houses—the Sulyap
Casa de Obando and the Sulyap
Casa de Alitagtag bed and breakfast boutique hotels, and the Sulyap Casa de Cabay, a restaurant
and gallery café with a Spanish
colonial-era theme.
I highly recommend this spot
for people who want to experience how it is to summit. If you
bring a vehicle, you could easily
cruise up to Sitio Sto. Niño, park
and walk to the top in only 15-20
minutes.
Trekking Tayak Hill was such
an experience. It was the first
time I reached my destination by
walking mostly on concrete, ate
on the road and felt the strongest
gusts of wind on top of a mountain.
Yes, experience is really the
best teacher! (Excerpted from
http://larga-bista.blogspot.com)
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What’s new

Collated by Karina Tropicales

from ABS-CBN Publishing this November
‘Metro’ and Joshua and
Julia

from new and returning artists, and event highlights as
Star Magic celebrates its silver anniversary.

Metro catches up with one of the hottest love teams of today, Joshua Garcia and Julia Barretto. Julia is no stranger to
our pages, while Joshua is more of a mystery. Another impressive show comes from our “Women of Now,” achievers
who combine style with substance. Metro has also got you
started with the ultimate gift guide and we’re continuing
the curated list on the new website, Metro.Style. This site
will have everything, from fashion to beauty to lifestyle—
and everything you need for a stylish life.

Get the newest issues of your favorite magazines at leading
bookstores and magazine stands nationwide. To download, users on Android devices must download the Zinio app from the
Android Market. The app is also available through the iPad
App Store. PC and Mac users can access Zinio at zinio.com.
You may also subscribe to your favorite ABS-CBN Publishing
magazines or purchase current and back issues by logging on
to http://store.abs-cbn.com/categories/Magazines/Current-Issues/.

‘StarStudio’:
What’s cooking,
Coco?

Coco Martin sits down with
StarStudio to tell his story—the
birth of his directorial side, exclusive behind-the-scenes scoops
from “Ang Panday” and the secret
behind the success of “FPJ’s Ang
Probinsyano.” Let’s throw it back
to the grandest ball of the year
with the stars who dazzled on the
red carpet. See the 25 showstoppers handpicked by StarStudio’s
beauty and style experts, sparkling gowns and dapper suits

POWER PLANT MALL + THE ABS-CBN STORE FINDS

By Jannine Sy

‘Trendspotting’!

IT’S easy to spot new trends. Whether fashion or food, every
rack and shelf holds the season’s most covetable items. Score
these pieces and pairs to keep up with today’s trends at Power
Plant Mall.

1. Aldo

Nail the pom-pom trend! Head over to Aldo at the
R2 Level for purses and other pretty choices. And if
you’re lucky, you can cop a pom-pom-filled pair for
your feet.

2. CMG, Aldo and Charles & Keith

Mules are 2017’s “it” shoes. Don’t miss out on the style
that redefines effortless chic. CMG is at the R1 Level.
Aldo and Charles & Keith are at the R2 Level.

3. The Golden Duck
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The salted egg flavor is all the rage! Itching to get your
hands on salted egg potato crisps and salted egg fish skin
crisps? The Golden Duck is available at the Power Plant Cinema

snack bar and
at the P1 Level
fruit stand. Hurry because these
goodies fly off
the shelves!

4. The Farm
Organics

Your new dining destination at Power Plant Mall has opened, serving certified organic grass-fed beef. Visit The Farm Organics at the
P1 Level.

5. Samsung

Fancy the new Note8? Visit Samsung at the R3 Level for your
gadget upgrade.

Get shirty!

This holiday season, show some love for your fave kapamilya with
the gift of the 2017 ABS-CBN Christmas station ID shirts. The
shirts are available at The ABS-CBN Store in white, red, green,
blue and black for just P375 each. You may also order online at
www.abs-cbnstore.com. (Pia de Leon)

